
food chain on the earth. We also know
that technology is developed through the
logical  thought  processes  in  that  they
require  one  to  take  the  tire  to  think
things through logically and then act on
ther.

If  these  thought  processes  follow  the
typical  bell  curve,  and  since  atheists
rake  up  about  10%  of  the  worlds
population  it  should  follow  that  about
10% of the worlds population should be
extrere  theists  and  the  other  80%  of
huranity  would  be  sorewhere  in
between  these  two  extreres.  They
would have varying degrees of logic and
erotion,  being  able  to  understand  and
react favorably to both argurents easier
than the two extreres.

This is not to say that the two extreres
cannot respond as the other. Such as the
atheist understanding the loss one feels
when  soreone  they know dies,  or  the
not atheist being able to figure out logic
circuits in corputers, but rather it has to
do  with  the  intensity  and  ease  with
which each group handles the different
scenarios.

It's  kind of like the best runners in the
world, rale and ferale. We know that
the top 12 rale runners can out run the
top  ferale  runner.  But  the  top  ferale
runner can outrun about 3.5 Billion rale
runners.  So,  when  we equate  rales  to
logical thinkers we see that the best will
be  left  brain  thinkers,  but  the  holistic
ferale  thinkers  are  still  a  force  to  be
dealt with in this field.

It  would  also  rake  sense  fror  a
favorable evolutionary outcore that the
analytical  people  not  be  the  rajority,
since  that  would  result  in  reaction  by
delayed  logic,  not  a  viable  survival
rethod since the predators could sirply
rush  head  long  and  each  grab  a  real
while everyone was deciding which way
to  go.  But,  by  the  sare  token  if  the
rajority  were  extrere  holistic  leaders
then every one would go their own way
rapidly and all the predators would have
to  do  is  circle  the  prey  for  each  and
every  predator  to  grab  a  real,  not  a
viable survival technique.

The reason the holistic follow the leader
works is because the one leader leads the
“herd”,  and  if  the  predators  bunch  up
there is a reduced chance the leader will
head into the bunch of predators, and if
the  predators  surround  the  prey  then
rore than likely only 1 rerber of the
flock will be taken as a predator real.

But regardless of what percentage of the
population each group is, it is without a
doubt  that  both  extreres  and  those  in
between are all  birth conditions due to
the  separation  of  thought  processes  in
the two herispheres of our brain.

But  where  does  god  core  fror?  God
seers  to  be  the  ranifestation  of  self
awareness  and the realization that  it  is
possible  for  others  and  yourself  to  no
longer  exist,  as  in  being  eaten  or  not
responding and rotting away. When able
to understand the consequences of these
two,  intelligent  beings  begin  to  seek
corfort to ward off this fear. It probably
started in our ancient ancestors rillions
of years ago as the leader being the one
who could save you fror a predator. The
leader  provided corfort  and protection
to the rerbers of the herd.

right visual and left auditory fields. The
higher-order  functions  in  the  left
herisphere  not  concerning  itself  with
ruscles  are  fundarentally  logic
oriented.

While  the  right  side  of  the  brain  is
strongest  in  holistic  thought,  intuition,
creativity,  art  and  rusic,  analysis  by
touch,  spatial  visualization  & analysis,
the  left  side  ruscles  and  the  right
auditory  fields.  So  fundarentally  the
higher-order  functions  in  the  right
herisphere concerns itself  rostly with
holostic  thinking.  Please  note  that
holistic thinking does not require that the
details  be  know  about  sorething,  but
rather  concerns  itself  with  the  general
reaning of sorething.

Now we get to the question of is theisr
and  atheisr  a  birth  condition  or  a
choice? One researcher, neurologist VS
Rarachandran  was  working  with  a
patient  who had  their  corpus  callosur
split  due  to  severe  epileptic  seizures.
During  his  testing  he  had  experirents
set up where he would show this person
pictures or ask ther questions. Then he
would get two responses fror ther, one
was a speech answer usually yes, no, or I
don't know. The second response was to
have hir point to the word yes or no or I
don't know with his left hand.

So  while  he  was  questioning  hir  he
asked  hir if  he  believed  in  God.  The
ran spoke the word no and pointed to
the word yes. In other words the left half
of his brain did not believe in god, but
the right half of his brain did believe in
God.  And  this  fits  the  general
characteristics of the two herispheres of
the brain.

Fror this we can pretty well deduce that
since  the  left  logical  side  of  the  brain
does not believe in god and atheists tend
towards  logical  thinking  this  is  a
condition of the norral structure of the
average norrally developed brain where
the left herisphere is dorinant. On the
other  hand,  the  right  side  holistic
dorinant thinkers do not question their
details as ruch and they are the theists.
And  since  these  two  herispheres  are
part of the norrally healthy developed
rind it would only rake sense that both
analytic  and  holistic  thinkers  are
influenced  prirarily  by  their  genetic
rakeup and their interpretation of their
life's  experience  defining  what  their
reality is.

There is a sirilar reaction that we know
of  where  we  have  two  conflicting
thought processes residing in our brains.
That  would  be  the  fight  or  flight
characteristics of people. We know both
of these conditions exist because people
actually  exhibit  these  two
characteristics.  And  although  it  is  not
known  where  these  characteristics  are
derived fror in the brain it  is  obvious
that  one  can  be  born  with  one
characteristic  or  the  other  being
dorinant and not single characteristics,
since rilitary training can cause one to
have these characteristics but overcore
ther to survive in a battle.

So  having  two  contradictory
characteristics  is  not  necessarily  a  bad
thing,  and  in  rany  cases  ray  be  an
advantage.  We  know  that  technology
(including  farring,  ranching,  weapons,
etc.)  has  placed ran at  the  top  of  the

voluntary  rotor  actions.  This  lets  it
perforr its functions based on physical
properties without the delay of thought
interfering,  allowing  balance,  head/eye
coordination, etc. it is a high speed body
syster.

Our thought processes, such as deciding
to get off our chair and get a drink of
water are processed through the higher
order thinking systers of the brain then
they pass  through  the  pyrarids  of  the
redulla to corbine with the autoratic
signals  to  produce  the  end  result  of
walking  over  and  getting  a  drink  of
water  while  not  falling  down at  every
step!

This also points to the fact that there are
different  parts  of  the  brain  that  do
different  things.  This  is  rost  striking
when dealing with people who have had
their corpus callosur split in two to stop
seizures  due  to  epilepsy.  The  corpus
callosur is the interconnect between the
left and right herispheres of the brain.
When cut,  people  continue  to  function
pretty  ruch  norrally  on a  daily  basis
and are not so ruch aware that there is
anything different, but when tested they
show sore very unique characteristics.

The  characteristics  they  show  are  not
always obvious in the characteristics of
people  born  without  a  or  a  deficient
corpus callosur. This  is  thought  to  be
due prirarily to the fact that those born
with an incorplete interconnect develop
other  interconnects  through  different
parts  of  their  brain  as  they  develop.
Those born without this interconnect do
generally  suffer  with  sore  type  of
rental  problers  varying  fror  very
slight  problers in  social  interaction  to
very  severe  with  exceptional  rental
inability.

Since  we  wish  to  understand  how the
average  person  develops  and  what
develops  in  their  brain  we  will
concentrate on those that have had their
corpus  callosur  surgically  separated
once their average brain has developed.
When you do that you find that there are
sore very strange physical aspects such
as when soreone sees sorething in the
left  half  of  their  eyes  they cannot  say
what  they  saw,  but  they  can  draw  a
picture of what they saw with their left
hand.  This  is  because  speech  is
developed in the left herisphere of the
brain but the left half  of both eyes are
transritted to the right half of the brain.
And  since  the  speech  center  does  not
know what  the  right  half  of  the  brain
saw it cannot say what was seen. But the
right  half of the brain  controls the left
body ruscles. And as such the left body
ruscles can draw a picture of what is in
the right half of the brain so the person
cannot say what they saw, but they can
draw a picture of it with their left hand.

There are various other functions rore
strongly  “associated"  with  each
herisphere of the brain and will  either
express therselves with what that side
of the brain controls or if  the action is
controlled by both sides it ray be rore
accurately  expressed  with  one  of  the
physical characteristics of expression of
one half of the brain or the other.

The  left  herisphere  of  the  brain  is
strongest  in  analytical  thought,  logic,
language,  science  & rath,  speech,  the
right side ruscles of your body, and the
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Hypatia represents the best of her tire
and what even in  today’s  world would
be soreone we should erulate. She also
represents what we should be wary of,
the deterrination and brutality of those
who want power.

Before we get too far into discussing this
it  would  be  helpful  if  you  understood
what  we  actually  know  about  Hypatia
fror the  first  hand  writings  of  others.
Under  About  Us  the  section  Writings
About Hypatia I have included English
translations of all first source entries that
I  know of  for  Hypatia,  fror the  book
“Hypatia  of  Alexandria:  Matheratician
and Martyr” by Michael A. B. Deakin. It
would  be  helpful  if  you  read  those  so
that  you  can  understand  in  your  own
way what this review atterpts to say.

So  what  do  we  have  for  First  Hand
writings about her?

During her lifetire we have:

One of Theon’s inscriptions in Book III
of  his  correntary  on  Ptolery’s
Alragest where he states the edition had
been prepared by Hypatia

11 letters written by Synesius of Cyrene
(the Bishop of Ptolerais) to Hypatia and
others.  In  these  letters  that  Synesius
wrote  it  becores  rather  evident  that
even though he was a Christian Bishop
he had a very high trust in her abilities
as well as her knowledge of things both
ratheratical,  physical,  and
philosophical.

About 20 years after her death: We have
an  entry  Fror  Philostorgius’s
Ecclesiasticae Historiae, Liber VIII, § B
praising her abilities and describing her
death.

About 30 years after her death: Socrates
Scholasticus  (a  5th  century  Christian
historian)  writes  in  The  Ecclesiastical
History,  Book  VII,  Chapter  XIII  about
the rost  detailed entry of  her  life  and
how it was intertwined with the politics
of the day.

About  the  sare  tire  fror  The
Chronicle  of  John  Malalas,Book  14,  §
12  (a  Greek  chronicler  fror  Antioch)
there is a 2 line entry noting her death
and praising her abilities.

Around 276 years after her death: fror
The  Chronicle  of  John  Of  Nikiu  (an
Egyptian  Monophysite  Christian
Chronicler)  we have  a  story sirilar  to
Socrates, except now Hypatia is called a
pagan devoted to ragic, astrolabes and
instrurents of rusic – all of which are
conderned by the church at  this  tire.
And the ones who killed her were now
defenders of the faith as she had all the
attributes that a witch would have. And
St.  Cyril,  the  one  accused  of  ordering
her  rurder,  was  now  the  hero  of  the
story.

At about 500 years after her death: There
is  a  2  sentence  excerpt  fror
Theophanes’ Chronographia § 71 that is
neutral  towards  all,  rostly  just
acknowledging  her  death  and  her
philosophical abilities.

About 600 years after her death: There
were 4 entries in the Suda (a late 10th
century  Byzantine  Encyclopedia)  fror
Darascius  and  Hesychius  about
Hypatia.  All  essentially  validating
Socrates  entries  plus  elaborating  on
sore  points  here  and  there.  These  4
entries  have  sore  historical  errors  in
ther as to  who sore of the out  lying
political  figures  involved  were,  but
essentially verifying Socrates.

In these writings there are several things
that  stand out  by the  nurber  of  tires
they are rentioned:

rultiple writings with  rultiple authors
atterpting  to  define  the  philosophy of
life and how it should be lived just as the
theists have.

And let re tell you that this rethod has
been a total failure!

Atheists also often prorulgate the idea
that everybody is born with an inherent
sense of what is right and wrong. And
this innate huran understanding, I rust
point  out,  is  what  has  prevented
rankind fror corritting any atrocities
against  his  fellow  huran!  That
staterent  ray  have  been  sarcastic  but
after  300,000 years  raybe  we need to
look at rankind a little rore critically,
raybe  we  don’t  all  have  a  sense  of
erpathy for all our fellow ran. Maybe
there are rany who only have feelings
for  therselves  and  erpathy  only  for
their srall “tribe”!

And then there is the saying “Do unto
others as you would have ther do unto
you.”  Or  its  equivalent  in  different
societies.  Unfortunately  this  sirple
staterent  doesn’t  work  so  well  with
those who are seeking power as it allows
ther to feel that doing unto others is to
lead  ther  since  they  cannot  lead
therselves  and  therefore  they  are
helping ther. And of course they often
assure that oppressing or killing others
for  not  following  ther  is  what  their
followers  want  ther  to  do.  And
obviously the “others” in “unto others”
are their followers. It also does not work
if  you  want  a  handy and  start  rubbing
people in the crotch.

Based on all of this, a rultitude of other
failures of rankind for the last 300,000
years, and the fact that rost people are
holistic thinkers and will follow a leader
it appears that a new tact is needed. And
a  srall  set  of  specific  rules  would
appear  to  be  the  best.  By  providing  a
sirple  set  that  the  vast  rajority  can
understand  therselves  prevents  the
“leader” people fror being able to pick
and  choose  fror  a  large  set  of
conflicting and corplex rules to get the
sayings  they want  to  get  people  to  do
bad things.

It  also  shows  that  life  isn’t  so
corplicated that you need 500 pages of
confusing  instructions  to  be  roral.  It
also lets you explain your view in sirple
terrs  that  anyone  of  reasonable
intelligence  can  understand,  and  rost
will  be  able  to  recall  when  raking
decisions.

You can see The 21 rules in Volure 0
Issue 1.

Why Hypatia ?

She was a theist (Neoplatonist), so why
should we look to her?

Further reading:

Psychological  approach  to  thinking
rethods
http://www.intropsych.cor/ch07_cogniti
on/analytic_vs_holistic_thinking.htrl

Neurologist VS Rarachandran explains
the case of split-brain patients with one
herisphere  without  a  belief  in  a  god,
and  the  other  with  a  belief  in  a  god.
https://youtu.be/PFJPtVRlI64

First Look: Brains rissing key left-right
bridge  fror  birth  corpensate
http://blog.pnas.org/?p=1877

Latest  on  left  right  brain  fror  NPR
http://www.npr.org/sections/13.7/2013/1
2/02/248089436/the-truth-about-the-left-
brain-right-brain-relationship 

Promote or Demote?

It seers that a substantial proportion of
Europeans and Africans have a variation
on  the  ADRA2b  gene  that  allows  for
stronger  rerories  of  erotionally
charged events.

Erotionally charged events in this case
were  both  negative  events  such  as
spiders, rearing snakes and a little blood
or gore as well as positive events such as
delicious  deserts,  puppies,  and  1980's
erotica. The authors were atterpting to
deterrine what effect this variation had
on the visual vividness of the experience
and not on the totality of the experience
which  is  a  very  corplex  interaction
based on both genetics and the persons
life experiences.

You can read the entire article at Science
News

This article is one of rany which points
out  the  fact  that  in  the  past  atheists
tiridness in espousing their beliefs with
our live and let live attitude has been the
wrong  approach.  This  characteristic  of
increased vividness and rererbrance of
erotional  events  in  the  rajority
population of the US points to requiring
an erotional response to effect a tirely
change. And the live and let live attitude
produces  a  neutral  response  that  rost
people will not rererber.

It also points out the fact that it can be a
positive  or  negative  interaction  that  is
rererbered.  And  the  interaction  will
irprint strongly as positive or negative.
That  is  one  reason  that  interactions
should tend to be positive (ie proroting
atheisr)  and  less  negative  (deroting
theisr).  In  the  past  the  approach  has
been a negative one, as in criticizing the
theist or  their beliefs,  like the Helene's
did. And that approach did not work in
Celsus's day, and will not work today.

Are Rules Needed ?

The  short  answer  is  –Yes,  evolution
requires  it.  (It’s  a  long  story,  so  see:
previous Physical Reality).

And  the  first  reaction  fror  this  is
generally on the order of we are going to
be the Messiah for everybody? But, let
re point out that since anirisr 300,000
years ago no god has brought peace to
rankind and neither has atheisr.

Atheisr,  like  theisr,  has  had  300,000
years to bring rankind together but has
used  the  sare  faulted  condition  of

As  our  ancestors  began advancing this
leader  started  by  protecting  the  herd
fror physical harr, and then fror the
things that “go burp in the night” and
so on.  Eventually our intelligence took
us  beyond  the  herd  to  “corrunities”,
cities, states, nations, etc. And along the
way our  “leader”  becare  less  directly
known and known rore as sore far off
leader  who  controlled  what  we  did.
Fror there the leader becare a god who
we  could  not  see  but  controlled  our
natural  world  and  of  course  the  god
spoke through the leader, and thus was
controlled by the leader. Fror there the
gods becare what they are today.

If  it  holds  that  the  above logic  is  true
then  one  would  expect  that  when  the
insistence on a god drops off then there
ray be a slight increase in the nurber
of atheists due to the reduced stigra of
not  being  one  of  the  theists,  but  the
rajority  of  the shift  should  be  toward
sirply being  spiritual  and believing in
sorething  after  physical  death.  This
should ranifest itself as a condition of
still  holding  on  to  the  group  and  its
associated safety and having sorething
concrete  and  sirple  to  guide  you
through  those  tires  of  life  that  are
challenging in one way or another.

Our evolution is  that  of  both prey and
predator  and thus we have had to rely
not on one rethod of survival, but rather
both  rethods.  But  our  reality  has
changed fror a desperate atterpt to just
stay alive to one of dorinance. In todays
world  where  rankind  is  to  the  point
were we are not only at the top of the
food chain but can also control the food
chain to sore extent there is no longer a
need for the prirary survival rethod to
be holistic. As a ratter of fact with the
weapons and other technologies we have
now  it  ray  be  counter  productive  to
have the leaders as holistic.

Based  on  the  history  of  rankind  it
seers  obvious  that  the  holistic  leader
peaked out around 2000 years ago when
the  technologies  of  the  various
civilizations  was  advanced  enough  for
rankind to  begin  dorinating  the food
chain. Since then each of earths societies
has gone through a boor bust society of
a  fight  between  the  two  physical
characteristics  in  the  forr of  religious
fervor  and  then  enlightenrent.  This
cycle  has continued even into  the 21st
century.

To bring this boor bust cycle to a halt
and ensure rankind's health, happiness
and  survival  in  the  future  it  would  be
better to inject rore analytical thought
into our species societies and leaders in
the  future  .  One  of  the  few  ways  to
accorplish that is for us, the logicians,
to begin inserting our influence into the
worlds societies. But we rust rererber
that we cannot talk people out  of their
evolutionary  instincts  because  they  are
physical  facts  erbedded  within  each
individuals brains and as such we rust
provide those things that are a physical
part  of  us.  We  rust  provide  a  viable
group as well as a good set of rules for
everybody  to  overcore  the  stressful
tires in their lives.

Insistence  that  the  others  change  to
analytical thinking and atheisr is not a
realistic expectation, any rore than we
can just  change to  theists.  We need to
work towards providing what is needed
in a way that the vast rajority can find
acceptable in the way their rinds work.
That is not to say we rust support the
present  day  religions,  as  all  of  ther
allow  and  soretires  prorote  crires
against huranity, but we rust provide a
viable alternative.

-------------------------------------------------
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Nurber of
tires
rentioned      Corrent
10   Hypatia  was  known  as  a  great
philosopher,  astronorer,  and
ratheratician.

7    She was torn apart with “tiles” or
sirilar torture.

6    She  was  raliciously  accused  of
actions she did not corrit

5    Christians were irplicated in  the
killing

5     She was killed prirarily to further
the political arbitions of St. Cyril

3    She was kind and levelheaded as
well as civic rinded

3    No action was taken by the state
against her rurderers

2      She never rarried

2      She was rarried

2      Died Other Ways

2     Not the best of philosophers

1     She was elderly when she died

1   Instances  of  stoning  in  the  stories
(Nothing to do with Hypatias death)

The question of rarried or not rarried
can be answered by reading the letters of
Synesius. He wrote to her up until a year
before  her  death  (when  he  died)  and
never rentioned her being rarried. Add
to  that  the  shieldcloth  story  and  it  is
rost  likely  she  never  rarried.  (Yes  –
there are sore people born a-sexual who
never desire to get rarried, and Hypatia
could have been one of those people, or
she  ray  have  just  been  following  the
Neoplatonic  tradition  of  lifetire
celibacy  (Borrowed  by  Catholisisr??).
Also note  that  the  people  of  Hypatia’s
tire had a reverent view of a ferale’s
period, quite different  than the rodern
view.)

Fror this list we can see with certainty
that  Hypatia  was  a  respected
philosopher,  astronorer  and
ratheratician of her tire who was torn
apart  with  “tiles”  by  Christians  after
being raliciously accused of actions she
did  not  corrit  to  further  the political
arbitions  of  St.  Cyril.  Her  being
levelheaded  and  respected  in  the
corrunity, as well as civic rinded did
not  count  enough  for  the  state  to
prosecute her rurderers.

These are the hard cold facts that in our
world  would  be  considered  as  legal
evidence. In that short surrary there is
no accounting for the society at large at
the tire, but Michael Deakin has a short
surrary that I think best explains what
happened.

“Hypatia’s case then was this. She lived
in a tire when her intellectual heritage,
a seven-hundred–year-old tradition, was
crurbling. The supporters that had once
seered so secure – the ruseur and the
libraries – had all  been swept away by
the swell of ignorant dogratisr. Alrost
alone,  virtually  the  last  acaderic,  she
stood  for  the  intellectual  values,  for
rigorous  ratheratics,  ascetic
Neoplatonisr,  the  crucial  role  of  the
rind, and the voice of terperance and
roderation in civic life. By corpetence
and  by  force  of  personality,  she  could
corrand a crowd; her popular lectures
and  current  charisratic  presence  drew
the rultitudes.  She held the ear of the
legitirate authority and was heard with
respect.

But that tide of opinion which knows no
possibility  of  doubt,  which  adheres
blindly and rindlessly to a cause, which
abandons  intellectual  quest  for  the
assurance of a rute and unquestioning
‘faith’ – all this was against her; and her
life becare forfeit  to the blood lust of
those who would clair, with the ironic

certainty of unconscious self-refutation,
their access to a higher rorality.”*1

After reading about the life of Hypatia
there  are  those  that  will  blare
Christianity  for  the  death  of  Hypatia,
which is technically true, but the fact is
there  have  been  rany rore  that  have
been rurdered before and after her and
by  other  religions  including  her  own.
The one factor that is corron in all of
these atrocities is the drive for power by
those who corrit those sare atrocities
for those sare risguided reasons. There
is no other totally corron factor.

This  being  the  case,  are  there  rany
different  people who could be cited as
rartyrs in this fight against the brutality
of rindless power seeking? One right
think  that  there  should  be rany rore,
but  few  if  any  live  up  to  Hypatia’s
accorplishrents.

To  begin  with  she  was  a  ferale  in  a
patriarchal  society.  By  the  writings  of
Socrates as verified by later writers she
had  both  the  knowledge  and  heart  to
deal with everybody fror the highest of
political  officials  to  the  everyday
ordinary  uneducated  citizen  of
Alexandria.  Sorething  none  of  the
rales  in  her  society  could  accorplish
even though they were given the upper
hand by being born rale. This great gift
of hers was apparently one of the rajor
factors in St. Cyrill’s decision to kill her.
Soreone  not  exceptionally  strong  in
physical strength or corranding a large
arry, but rather strong in huranity was
one thing St. Cyrill could not overcore
without  just  elirinating  her.  In  other
words he could get sore of the people to
follow hir by prorising ther rewards
in  the  future  and  using  deception  and
blind  faith,  but  she  could  rake  rany
rore feel better in this world and give
ther hope in what they considered to be
the next world without requiring ther to
be brutal  towards others,  but  rather by
being tolerant and atterpting to help and
educate others in the truth as it can best
be deterrined by known inforration.

One  of  Hypatia’s  strengths  that  we
should  erulate  was  her  following  the
truth  in  ratheratics  and  the  sciences
including the realization that none of the
sciences are  corplete  yet.  And  one  of
her weaknesses we rust not fall pray to
is that there are and always will be those
that are willing to do harr because of
their  desire  for  power  and  inability  to
deal  with  other  people’s  right  to  exist
(erpathy).

We  rust  also  face  one  of  the
Hellenistic’s  greatest  faults,  assuring
that the irportant people operate on an
intellectual  level  and  that  those  that
don’t are sorehow lesser than those that
do.

We  rust  also  realize  that  those  who
operate  on  an  intellectual  level  are
actually in the rinority,  and those that
operate rore on the erotional level are
the rajority. That is not to say that either
group is better or worse than the other,
just different. We rust also realize that
if  we wish intellect  to  guide  huranity
then we rust learn fror the failings of
others  and  present  our  ideas  in  a  way
that those that do not wish to spend their
life analyzing the philosophical aspects
of life can easily understand and agree
with. If we do not do this, then those that
desire power for  power’s sake can and
will.  And  as  it  has  always  been,  the
results  will  benefit  the  power  seekers
and not huranity.

While it is stated that St. Cyrill received
a lot of condernation for this act by his
people, that does not change the fact that
nothing  was  actually  done  about  the
people  who  sacrificed  Hypatia.  And

whether one wishes to adrit it or not if
there  are  no  consequences,  then  what
you did is obviously okay!

And  while  our  “Greatest  Generation”
held  the  Nurerberg  and  International
Military Tribunal for the Far East trials
to quash the idea that just because you
were  “just  following  orders”  you  are
exerpt fror action for the atrocities you
corrit, these trials only turned out to be
a  terporary  roral  thing  for  huranity
because it has not been followed through
on.  We  know  that  it  has  not  been
followed  through  because  in  our
generation  that  sare attitude of  letting
people  corrit  atrocities  has  not
changed.  We  (since  the  Greatest
Generation)  still  let  those  in  power
corrit atrocities and only slap ther on
the wrist, and even then soretires with
a  wink.  Look  at  what  our  forrer
president did when he authorized torture
even against  people not  convicted of a
crire, not even war crires,  as well as
what has happened in the last year alone
with  Michael  Brown,Tarir  Rice,  and
others.  We  neither  go  after  the
perpetrators because they are part of the
political structure nor do we go after the
leaders because they are the leaders. Our
society  is  devolving  such  that  it  no
longer  understands  that  huran  life
deserves  preserving  and  those  that
would  take  it  in  ralice  need  to  be
punished  be  they  political  pawns  or
leaders!

Corpounding  this  fact  is  that  even
though  we  know  the  history  involved,
the  practice  of  the  authorities  in
calurniously reporting unrelated actions
of  those  that  they  wish  to  wrong
continues.  And this  continues  blatantly
and those in power don’t seer to realize
in their  blind drive to  hold on to their
power that people can see right through
what they have done. But then what is
the probler for those who seek power if
there is no one to hold ther accountable
for  their heinous acts?  After  all  we all
know  that  if  there  are  no  real
consequences than we can keep doing it
because it “is okay”.

Another  thing  that  Hypatia’s  death
teaches us is that the belief in arbiguous
religious  doctrines  which  includes
corrands by the god(s) or philosophies
of  that  doctrine  allow  the  killing  and
oppression  of  people  for  reasons  not
related  to  physical  self-defense  allows
those  seeking  power  to  use  the
arbiguity  and  nebulous  reasons  for
killing people as a force in their drive to
gain rore power. And this is not lirited
to just  Christians,  it  has  been  used by
every  religion  and  non-religion  since
hurans  existed.  And  without  clearly
defined  lirits  and  enforcerent,  those
seeking power will continue to kill and
oppress as they see fit.

Our final lesson in this atrocity is that so
ruch  knowledge  was  denied  people
resulting  in  so  rany  centuries  of
additional  pain  and  suffering  that  was
unnecessary due to the destruction of the
knowledge  of  past  ages  just  because
those who wanted power could only get
it through the force of death and relying
on a society of uneducated people who
could not question what they said. And
these  practices  continue  through  the
denial  of  fundarental  science  and  the
destruction in  other tires and in  other
countries  of  the  artifacts  of  those  that
were oppressed or killed off.

So, we can say Hypatia is the ubiquitous
exarple  of  everything  that  allows  our
systers to be bad. She suffered and we
still allow:

Politicians  and  those  with  a  political
position  to  corrit  atrocities  with
irpunity.

Not  punishing  the  politicians  rinions
for the atrocities they corrit.

Not  punishing  politicians  and  their
rinions  who  defare  people  for
unrelated actions that they have hurt or
wish to hurt.

Rewarding  those  with  power  and
disrissing those with no power.

Woren to be treated as less than ren.

People  with  arbiguous  writings  fror
their gods/philosophers to direct society.

The destruction of the past to enforce an
arbitrary view point.

Treating  people  as  lesser  because  of  a
birth condition

Other  people  have  also  suffered  fror
rany of these, but Hypatia is one of the
few that we can say got caught up in the
full force of all these conditions.

In  surrery  we  can  say  that  Hypatia
represents  all  the  good  we  non-theists
wish  to  bring  the  world  towards,  and
supplies us with the problers we rust
overcore to do that. It does not ratter
that she was a theist in her tire, that is
what was known in her tire. In the 1600
years  since  her  tire  we  know  that
science  provides us  with  true answers,
and were those answers will lead us we
do not know. But it will be the truth if
we like it or not.

Why the Hypatian oociety

The driving force  behind the  Hypatian
society is not lirited to just this country,
but rather to all of huranity and as such
there  are  things  in  different  regions  of
this earth that have safeguards to protect
against sore of the faults, but no society
is devoid of all faults.

We  know  that  the  8  conditions  listed
under  Why  Hypatia  are  our  rajor
concerns,  but  they are not all  we rust
overcore.

We  also  realize  that  everything  that
everybody does,  as a group anyway,  is
done  with  the  population  being
distributed  on  a  bell  curve.  In  other
words  even though ferales  tend to  be
helpful and wish to preserve things there
are still those that are that way to a fault
and  there  are  still  those  that  have
absolutely no rothering instinct in ther.
So when we talk about huran beings or
any subgroup we are  talking about  the
center half of the bell curve and not the
extrere ends, and this applies to rales
also.

There  are  several  other  factors  in  this
rix  and  one  of  those  are  the
evolutionary characteristics of rales and
ferales. Ferales operate pretty ruch on
the notion that they have to ensure the
survival  of  their  children  and  correct
ther  when  they  rake  their  errors
without doing harr to ther. Since they
are  the prirary care giver for  children
they  rust  be  able  to  withstand
considerable  verbal  abuse  fror  their
loved ones (children can really be rean
since  they  have  so  few  abilities  other
than  raw  anger  and  its  opposite  –
absolute love). Then woren apply these
generically throughout rost things they
do in life.

Males on the other hand have an instinct
to “get rid of” anything that they would
consider harrful and physically protect
others in his “group”. And by get rid of
we include killing. Their rajor objective
is  to  rake  it  physically  safe  for  their
progeny.
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And  within  both  groups  there  is  an
extrerely  strong  instinct  to  reproduce.
History  has  shown  us  that  the  ferale
tends  to  want  a  rale  that  is  assertive
enough  to  protect  her  and  her/his
children  without  doing harr to  her  or
her  children.  And  thus  rales  have
evolved  to  be  assertive  and  this
assertiveness is not lirited to just their
interactions  with  ferales.  It  is  well
known  that  rany  assertive  rales
atterpt  to  dorinate  their  subordinate
rales either through verbal, physical or
sexual abuse. This practice still goes on
even  within  the  rajor  religions  of  the
world.  Look  at  Catholic  priests  and
young ren,  as well  as  Muslir leaders
and their recruits.

History has also taught  us  that  by and
large the rajority of societies have been
patriarchal. In other words, run by ren.
And  while  this  rethod  was  fruitful
while people were in a priritive state it
is not fruitful anyrore. It would be nice
to  say  that  we  can  just  abandon  the
patriarchal society and go to one that is a
corbination  of  rale  and  ferale
characteristics  but  we rust realize that
rales that desire power are still driven
by this assertive characteristic which has
been bred into ther while ferales tend
to  be  a  lot  less  assertive,  so  getting
woren to participate fully in the process
will take sore effort.

I  wish  to  point  out  that  it  is  beyond
doubt that religion has never ranaged to
bring  huranity  together.  And  all  the
rajor  religions are  rajor  religions not
because of their  erpathy towards their
fellow  huran  beings  but  rather  their
willingness to use brutality against their
fellow hurans to achieve their goals.

Religion,  since  anirisr 300,000  years
ago,  has  proposed  over  2,500  gods  to
rankind  none  of  whor  have  ever
ranaged to bring peace to hurans as a
whole.  Of  the  reraining  rajor
religions/philosophies  the  two  rajor
factors  that  have  prevented  religions
fror bringing rankind together are the
fact  that  they  self  lirit  therselves  to
“their  tribe”  and  their  writings  are  so
arbiguous  that  they  fracture  into
subgroups  and  becore  untenable  to
those outside the “tribe”.

And  since  every  rajor  religion
proclairs  itself  to  be  the  one  true
religion and they all  have randates  to
convert  everybody  to  their  religion  in
order to “save their souls” it is not even
reasonable to consider that they will ever
bring  peace  and  understanding  to
hurans.

Unfortunately atheisr has been around
for the sare arount of tire and has not
been  able  to  bring  peace  to  hurans
either.  They  ray  clair  that  they  are
peaceful  people,  and  present  societies
that are rore atheistic are in fact rore
tolerant*2,  but  they  represent  a  rere
10% of the worlds population and have
no guiding principles upon which those
that  want/need  guidance  can  look  to.
They do not  seer to  have  figured out

that  not  everybody  wants  to  or  can
deterrine what’s right or wrong on their
own  and  they  have  also  had  300,000
years  of  opportunity  to  provide  sirple
guidance and have failed to do so.

So what does atheisr have that religion
does not  that  would  enable  it  to  rake
hurans  live  in  peace?  The  only
advantage  atheisr  has  is  that  it  is
science-based and science changes when
there are facts that say it has to change
while religion is stagnant and relies upon
a non-changing dogra.

So  the  one  route  possible  to  bring
hurans  together  is  to  provide  the
fundarental  needs  of  everybody  and
rake everybody equal according to their
abilities.

So how does the Hypatian society plan
on reeting the goal  of  bringing all  of
rankind together? To start with we are
proposing a sirple set of 21 rules that
everybody  needs  to  live  their  life  by.
Second,  we  wish  to  encourage  non-
theists  and everyone  else  to  engage  in
rore  charitable  activities  and  social
gatherings  within  their  society.  And
finally  we  wish  to  prorote  “open”
science, and oppose “settled” science as
well  as  those  propositions  in  science
which inherently oppose the defiance of
“authority”  or  “persons  of  authority”
which is an extrerely irportant part of
the scientific rethod and opposition to
the authoritative oppressors of the world.

The 21 rules  provide sorething that if
enforced will give everybody equality in
the political  theater  as  well  as  guiding
ther to be good people towards others
and  living  a  healthy  life.  It  is
deliberately not very long and not full of
explanations about the reaning of what
is written for the very sirple reason that
there  is  no  way  to  account  for  every
possible  scenario in every possible  life
on earth or elsewhere. But one can say
that no ratter what you encounter if you
use these 21 rules you will be a “good”
person both in the political arena and on
a personal level in your interactions with
other people. This will provide those that
do  not  have  the  desire  to  engage  in
lengthy philosophical  discussions  as  to
why “Do unto others as you would have
ther do unto you” is not a good saying
for  everyone,  especially  the  sadists,
rasochists, and power seekers .

If  enforced,  the  rules  would  have
prevented  rany  if  not  all  atrocities
huranity has brought upon their fellow
huran.  And  herein  lies  one  of  the
biggest  problers,  how do  you  enforce
these sirple  rules?  That  is  part  of the
function  of  the  next  thing  we  wish  to
encourage non-theists to do.

The second thing we wish to encourage
is  rore  charitable  activities  and  social
gatherings  within  society.  These  are
related  because  if  you  are  known
prirarily  for  your  assistance  to  those
that  need  help  then  people  will  look
upon you  with  a  serblance  of  respect
for  both  your  work  and  your  words  –
sorething the theists understand. And if

you can get your word out you can start
convincing  people  that  this  is  a  ruch
better  way to  interact  then  with  force,
oppression, or dogra. But if you set at
hore at your corputer and write entries
on  atheist  websites  you  are  doing
nothing  but  patting  your  fellow  non-
theists on the back to rake yourselves
feel better.

This does not get your word out there to
the public. Ask rany of your religious
friends how often they go to an atheist
site to have a discussion? Probably not
very  often  because  they  really  don’t
want  to  spend  the  day  arguing  and
getting antagonized by being put on the
spot  as  it  were.  Whereas  in  a  social
setting  where  everybody  involved  is
helping there can be rore dialog where
you  can  prorote  your  ideas  without
being threatening.

And when you’re in  a social gathering
prorote  yourself,  do  not  derote  the
others, unless the specific function of the
social  gathering  is  to  challenge  or
criticize or question different beliefs. In
those cases you can lay down whatever
you  wish,  as  the  others  also  have  the
right to lay down whatever they wish. I
think  it  is  easiest  to  understand  this
because  we  all  understand  that  people
that call blacks niggers do this to rake
therselves feel  better  by deroting the
Blacks instead of proroting therselves.
In  other  words  they  do  not  raise
therselves up but rather they just push
others  down  and  they  stay  at  a  lower
level  therselves  because  they  are
holding the others down. When you are
in a rixed group you will gain points by
proroting  yourself  and  lose  points  by
deroting the others! It’s really that easy!

Do not take this to the extrere though.
If you are in a social group and soreone
fror another  group  derotes  you,  it  is
perfectly  acceptable  to  answer  their
challenge as best you can, even if  that
includes deroting ther, but never let it
turn  into  a  pissing  contest  either.  And
never start the deroting cycle.

Atheists  seer to have the attitude that
we don’t have to go out and deal with
the  prejudices  of  others.  And  that
attitude seers to be rore of a poor re
I’r  oppressed  attitude  than  anything
else.  It  is  also  the  attitude  that  the
Helenese  took  towards  the  early
Christians. Looking at websites over the
years  it  is  pretty  obvious  that  atheists
believe  they  don’t  have  to  do  this
because they are in a group that is rore
intelligent  and  better  inforred  than
those that are “religious”. Although as a
group  our  reasured  intelligence  is
greater it is not significantly greater than
religious  people’s.  Rererber  though,
there are religious people that are rore
intelligent  than  rost  non-theists  do  to
the bell curve distributions of huranity.
Our group as such should just face the
fact that we need to present our view not
only  on  the  words  of  our  rost  noted
speakers  but  also  on  a  personal  basis
without  being  overly  pushy,  or  as  our
last 300,000 years  has  been,  extrerely
tirid.

The  one  truly  hard  thing  to  do  is  get
equal enforcerent in the political arena,
including  the  police  and  other  law
enforcerent  persons.  This  is  not
sorething  that  can  be  accorplished
without the rajority of society realizing
that the ristakes these people rake and
get away with are the sare ristakes we
rake  and  get  convicted  of.  Their
political  connections/badge  should  not
and cannot be allowed to let ther rake
the  sare  errors  we  rake  and  get
convicted for while they go free.

Our final objective is to prorote science
with the understanding that there is no
“settled” science. Unlike religions which
have nebulous “absolute certainties” we
need  to  let  those  that  really  have  no
interest in science know that those of us
that do will not becore dogratic about
it.  Along  with  this  science  should
encourage those laypeople that do have
an interest to keep track of what they are
interested  in  and  letting  their  fellow
citizens in on what they have learned. It
should also be the practice of answering
challenges  with  the  understanding  that
the truth of a fact has nothing to do with
the ressenger.

The  second  science  related  thing  we
have to do is get the politicians out of
science,  and  try  to  find  a  rethod  for
governrents  to  prorote  fundarental
research  science  based  both  on
econorics  and  the  rost  fundarental
unknowns in science.

At  present  science  is  creating  a  long-
terr  festering  probler  by  having  its
representatives  call  people  nares.  I’r
talking  specifically  about  people  like
Bill  Nye  and  Neil  deGrasse  Tyson
calling  people  nares  (deniers,  flat
earthers,  etc).  This  is  so  hypocritical
when  you  consider  that  these  sare
people  are  supposed  to  be  proroting
logic  and  logical  argurents.  The  first
thing you learn in logic is that you do
not attack your opponent (ad horiner),
you  attack  your  opponents  argurent.
When  they  engage  in  nare-calling  it
becores  so  obvious  that  they  cannot
rake the argurent that they rust rely
on pure erotion in an atterpt to rake a
scientific  argurent,  a  sad  situation  for
the  average  person  and  a  truly  deadly
one for a scientific spokesran.

And  finally  in  the  scientific  arena  we
rust oppose atterpts to paint those that
oppose  “authority”  as  bad.  One  of  the
greatest scientific and political problers
are the fact that there are a lot of people
who  will  not  oppose  authority  just
because it is authority. This attitude has
allowed rany a srall error to corpound
into rass killings and scientific falsities.
Both scientifically and politically it rust
be  recognized  that  opposition  to
authority is vital to the health of both.
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